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Abstract-A sequence A = {ai} of positive integers al < a2 < . . is said to be primitive if no 
term of A divides any other. A sequence A = {ai) of positive integers al < a2 < is said to 
be quasi-primitive if equation (ai,uj) = a, is not solvable with T < i < j. In our previous paper, 
we proved that c l/(ai logai) < 1.84 for any primitive sequence A. Analogically, in this paper, we 
prove that c l/(ai log ai) < 2.77 for any quasi-primitive sequence A. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A sequence A = {ai} of positive integers al < u2 < . . . is said to be primitive if no term of A 
divides any other [l-3]. A sequence A = {al} of positive integers al < a2 < . . . is said to be 
quasi-primitive if equation (ai, aj) = a, is not solvable with T < i < j. Let 
fCA) = EA &. 
The senior author conjectures that (cf. [4-61) 
f(A) 5 f(p) < 1.64, (1) 
for any primitive sequence A, where P is the (primitive) sequence of all prime integers. We [4] 
have proved that f(A) < 1.84 for any primitive sequence A. 
Denote by p a variable prime, p(a) and P(a) the least prime factor and the greatest prime factor 
of an integer a, respectively. Erd& et al. [7] proved that there exists an absolute constant C 
such that 
f(A) < C for any quasi-primitive sequence A, (2) 
using 
(3) 
and 
f(A) = f(N) + 2 f(A(ai)L (4 
i=l 
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where 
A(ai) = {b : 6 E A, ai is the greatest number for which b = aiq for some q with p(q) > P(ai)} 
and 
A’ = A\ fi A(ai). 
i=l 
It seems to us that, by (3) and (4), we could not get C less than 4.45. 
Analogical to (1)) we conjecture that 
f(A) 5 f(Q) 
for any quasi-primitive sequence A, where Q is the (quasi-primitive) sequence of all prime powers. 
It is easy to get 
2.00 < f(Q) < 2.01. 
In the present paper, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. We have f(A) < 2.77 for any quasi-primitive sequence A. 
Our method for proving the above theorem is analogical to that used in [4]. 
We denote by p, the mth prime. We define the degree of an integer a, denoted by n(a), to be 
the number of prime factors of a, counted with multiplicity. The degree of an integer sequence A, 
denoted by d”(A), is defined as the maximum degree of its terms. We take d”(A) = 0 if A = (1) 
or 8. We take f(A) = 0 if d”(A) = 0. 
For a given quasi-primitive sequence A and m 2 1, let 
A, = {a :a E A, p(a) L pm}, 
A:, = {u : a E A,, p(a) = pm}, 
A;={b:b>p,,p,,&A&} 
and 
Clearly, all of them are quasi-primitive. 
We study upper bounds C,,, of f(Am). To find C,, we can suppose A, is finite by Lemma 3. 
We first find C, for m > lo5 by induction on d”(A,), based on the facts that 
f(&) = c f&J:) 
i>m 
and 
We then find C, from Cm+1 for m = N, N - 1,. . . , 2,1 on computer, where N = 105, based on 
the facts that 
f(&) = f(Am+l) + f(%) 
and 
’ +p2 ligpz +y 
Pm.logPnz m In m 
At last we have f(A) = f(A1) 5 Cl < 2.77. 
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We have three constants: N = 105, Q = 1.0072629, and k = 0.0072847. We need six lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. [8] We have p, > n(logn + log logn - a) for n 2 2. 
LEMMA 2. [4] Using Lemma 1, we have 
c l 1 i>m pi(logi + loglogi - k) < logm + loglogm - k 
- 
formlN+l. 
LEMMA 3. If c is a constant such that f(S) I c for any finite subsequence S of a given quasi- 
primitive sequence A, then f(A) < c. 
PROOF. The same as the proof of the third lemma of [4]. I 
LEMMA 4. Given a quasi-primitive sequence A and i 2 1. If d” (Ai) = s > 1, then we have 
Ai = {pi b : b E A:} with d”(Ay) 5 s - 1 
or 
Ai c {pi,pipj,pfb : b E A?} for some j 1 i, with d”(Ay) 5 s - 2. 
PROOF. This follows by the definition of a quasi-primitive sequence. 
LEMMA 5. We have 
f&z) < 
1.0000015 
logm+loglogm-k 
for m 2 N + 1 for any given quasi-primitive sequence A. 
PROOF. By Lemma 3, we suppose A, is finite. Induction on d’(A,). 
If d”(A,) 5 1, then 
f(&) 5 c -_-!-- 
i>m Pi log Pi <~~~p,(logi+l~g~ogi-k) z - - 
1 
< logm+loglogm-k 
by Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Now suppose d” (Am) = s > 1. Since 
A, = u A; 
i>m 
is disjoint, 
If d”(Ai) 5 1, then we have, by Lemma 1, 
f(A:) 5 * < 
1 
2 z pi(logi +loglogi - k)’ 
If d”(A:) > 1, then we have, by Lemma 4, 
I 
f(,$) < fo < ’ 
Pi pi(logi + loglogi - k) 
or 
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f(A:) L 1 1 
Pi 1% Pi + Pf lW(Pf ) + 
f (A:‘) 
Pf 
< 1 + OJ/Pi + 1 
Pi log Pi p: (log i + log log i - k) 
l+l.S/pi 1.0000015 
< 
pi(logi + loglogi - k) < pi(logi + loglogi - k)’ 
since pi > plooooo > 10’. Therefore, 
f(Am) = c f(4) I c 1.0000015 1.0000015 
izrn 
i,mpi(logi+loglogi-k) < logm+loglogm-k 
by Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 6. If f(Am+l) 5 Cm+1 for any quasi-primitive sequence A, and 
c m+l + 
Cm 
Pm&Pm + iE&xJ 
1 - VP% 
7 
then f(Am) 5 Cm for any quasi-primitive sequence A. 
PROOF. Since 
A, = Am+1 u A:, 
is disjoint, 
f(Am) = f(Am+l) + f(&) 5 Cm+1 + f(G). 
By Lemma 3, we SUPPOSE Am is finite. Induction on &‘(A,). 
If #(A,) < 1 or d”(AA) I 1, then 
and 
f(Am) I Cm+1 + p It, 5 cm* 
m m 
Now suppose #‘(Am) = s > 1 and d”(AA) > 1, then d”(AE) < &‘(A:) < S, thus, !(A$) 5 Cm 
and f(AK) 5 Cm. 
By Lemma 4, we have 
f(A) ) < f(A;) < c, 
m - 
Pm Pm 
or 
f WA 5 p 
m 
l;gp 
m 
+ p2 lo;tp2 > + 9 
m m m 
1 1 
L 
PmlW Pm 
+ 
PSI bT(P%) 
+c" 
P% ’ 
thus, 
By the definition of Cm, we have 
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Thus, 
Mm) 5 Cm+1 + f(4J 
{ 
cm cm 1 1 
+max -y- 2 + Pm Pm Pm 1% Pm + P% bdP%> > 
= cm. 
Now we are ready to prove the theorem. 
THEOREM. We have f(A) < 2.77 for any quasi-primitive sequence A. 
PROOF. Put 
C 
1.0000015 
N+l = log(N + 1) + loglog(N + 1) - k’ 
then 
by Lemma 5. Let 
f(Av+l) 5 cN+l 
{ 
C C 
C,=max m+l 
m+1+ L 
Pm log Pm +idm 
l-l/Pm 1 - l/l% IT 
then 
f(Am) I C, for m = iv, N - 1,. . . ) 2,1 
by Lemma 6. Thus, 
f(A) = f(Al) < Cl < 2.77 
by calculation on computer. This completes the proof. 
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